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ABSTRACT Living cells orient the cytoskeleton polarity and directional migration in response to spatial gradients of multiple

types of cues. The resulting tactic behaviors are critical for the proper cell localization in the context of complex single-cell

and tissue behaviors. In this perspective, we highlight the recent discovery of, to our knowledge, a new -taxis phenomenon,

the topotaxis, which mediates directional cell migration in response to the gradients of such topographic features as the density

of extracellular matrix fibers. The direction of topotactic migration critically depends on the effective stiffness of the cortical

cytoskeleton, which is controlled by the balance between two parallel signaling pathways activated by the extracellular matrix

input. Topotaxis can account for such striking cell behaviors as the opposite directionality of migration of benign and metastatic

cancer cells and certain aspects of the wound-healing process. We anticipate that, in conjunction with other tactic phenomena,

topotaxis can provide critical information for understanding and design of tissue structure and function.

Normal and cancerous cells can sense graded

density of topographic matrix features as a cue to

orient their polarity and migration

One key characteristic of life is the ability of cells and or-

ganisms to actively respond to changes in their environment.

For many cells, these changes include active migration,

frequently guided by diverse environmental cues. Living

cells can detect gradients of distinct chemical, mechanical,

electrical and other kinds of signals. The corresponding

‘‘-taxis’’ phenomena include the ability to recognize gradi-

ents of soluble (chemotaxis) (1) and immobilized chemoat-

tractants and chemorepellents (haptotaxis) (2–4), gradients

of rigidity of the adhesive substratum (durotaxis) (5), and

gradients of electrical field intensity (galvanotaxis) (6).

This striking capability to undergo biased migration betrays

the complexity of native cell micro-environments both

within living tissues and, for single-cell organisms, in their

natural habitats.

In living tissues, both during their development and dur-

ing their homeostatic maintenance, cells are commonly

embedded within intricate networks of extracellular matrix

(ECM). The fibers of the matrix present the cells with struc-

turally and chemically complex contact interfaces. Cells use

a range of specialized receptors (most notably a family of

integrin hetero-dimers) to attach to and be stimulated by

the surrounding ECM fibers (7–10). This interaction can

also lead to matrix remodeling by the cells, with the ECM

fibers being deformed, re-oriented, degraded, and synthe-

sized by the cells, particularly fibroblasts and other cells

specialized for this function (11,12). These mutual effects

might lead to complex interactions, critical to tissue

morphogenesis and maintenance, with many details still

only poorly understood. They can lead, in particular, to

alignment of ECM fibers before the initial invasive dissem-

ination in metastatic cancers of the breast and likely many

other tissues (13–16). The aligned matrix fibers are also a

feature of many normal tissues, providing a highly aniso-

tropic environment for the cells at the interface with the

matrix (17,18). Cells respond to this specific oriented matrix

organization by polarizing their cytoskeleton and moving

along the oriented fibers, a phenomenon known as ‘‘contact

guidance’’ (19).

Recently, we identified, to our knowledge, a new cellular

‘‘-taxis’’ phenomenon that occurs while cells are engaging

in complex interactions with the surrounding or underlying

structured ECM (20–22). Using engineered surfaces

mimicking the size, biochemistry, and orientation of highly

organized ECM fibers (17), we discovered that when the

density of these fibers was varied, different cell types

were capable of sensing this graded cue and undergoing

gradual migration up or down this gradient (Fig. 1). This

migration across the arrays of fibers was commonly coupled

to the contact guidance along the fibers, representing
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complex directional cell responses. This phenomenon was

also observed in more complex two-dimensional structures,

with fibers woven together into criss-cross patterns of

different density, mimicking such ECM structures as base-

ment membranes (Fig. 1 D) (20,21). A potentially related

phenomenon was reported for another type of graded
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FIGURE 1 Cells can interface with complex

local extracellular matrix organization, leading to

a change in their polarity and migration patterns.

(A) An electron micrograph of rat dermis illus-

trating local variability in the collagen-rich

extracellular matrix density and organization. (B)

Modeling of the matrix structure and graded

density by engineering of cell adhesive substrata

with nanoscale graded texture (electron micro-

graphs of arrays of partially interrupted nano-

threads composed on nanoposts are shown

(graded post density array; GPDA)). (C) Scanning

electron microscope image of a melanoma cell

cultured on the surface shown in (B). The arrow in-

dicates the direction of topotaxis, from more dense

to less dense areas (22); (D) Scanning electron mi-

croscope image of a fibroblast cell interfaced with a

more complex microscale texture of threads

modeling intertwined matrix fibers. The arrow dis-

plays topotactic guidance from less dense to more

dense areas (21).
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topographic features (micro-craters) that might also corre-

spond to certain matrix structures (23). Strikingly, we found

that the same fiber-density gradient could be interpreted by

cells as a cue pointing in opposite directions, with cells navi-

gating either up or down the same gradient, depending on

their genetic status (e.g., melanoma cells of different de-

grees of aggressiveness) or average fiber density (skin fibro-

blasts). This finding suggested that the interpretation of the

gradients of topographic cues can depend on complex

intracellular control mechanisms affecting the molecular

‘‘circuits’’ determining the directionality of cell polarity.

Topotaxis depends on the effective cortical cell

stiffness defining the degree of compliance of cell

membrane at the matrix interface

Can topotactic guidance be explained solely by invoking

other tactic mechanisms, e.g., those controlling durotaxis

or haptotaxis? The ability of the cells to navigate both up

and down the gradients of topographic features immediately

suggests that the answer is ‘‘no,’’ as both durotaxis and

haptotaxis only account for the movement of cells up the

density of the rigidity of the substratum or the surface den-

sity of a specific biochemical matrix component. What then

are the mechanisms guiding cells in gradients of topo-

graphic features? We found that the explanation lies in the

ability of the cells to interface with the complex and intri-

cate topography of the surrounding matrix features. Previ-

ously, it has been suggested that cells have limited

capacity to ‘‘envelop’’ microfabricated pillars and other

topographic features, leading to the effect of ‘‘cells sitting

on a bed of micro-needles’’, which allows measurement of

microscale forces exerted by the cells and also presents

the cells with variable effective surface rigidity inputs

(24–26). However, the ability of the cell’s surface to deform

sufficiently to comply with the complex topography of the

adhesive substratum can vary, depending on, e.g., the

spacing between the nano- and microscale features that

the cells can explore and the deformability of the cell’s

plasma membrane and the underlying cortical cytoskeleton.

Previously, we found, for example, that this differential de-

formability can explain how nanoscale changes in the

spacing of model ECM fibers can affect the macroscopic

characteristics of collective cell behavior, such as action-

potential propagation in cardiac myocytes on the scale of

centimeters, extending the effect of the matrix organization

over at least six orders of magnitude in space (27). It is

possible, therefore, that, depending on the effective cortical

stiffness and the characteristics of the local topographic

landscape, cells can differentially penetrate into the spaces

between the topographic features, leading to a different

overall degree of contact with the ECM, which can deter-

mine cell polarization and movement.

If the topographic features are distributed in a spatially

graded fashion, there may be three distinct cases of cell-

substratum topography interfacing. First, the cell cortex

may be effectively so stiff that it would not allow the cell

to penetrate into the spacing between topographic features

at all, limiting cell contact to the most proximate surfaces

(e.g., tops of the fiber or stubs (pillars), see Fig. 2). Second,

the cell cortex may be so soft that it would allow a complete

penetration of the cell protrusions into the spaces between

the matrix features, as well as effective enveloping of the

fibers, substantially increasing the area of the cell-matrix

interface. Finally, and most interestingly, the degree of

penetration into, and envelopment of, the topographic sub-

stratum features can vary across the cell length, being

maximal in the sparser areas of the topography and minimal

in the denser areas. In the former two cases, the resultant cell

behavior can be guided by and accounted for by the hapto-

taxis and/or durotaxis mechanisms, without the need to

invoke new types of -taxis phenomena. The cells would

FIGURE 2 Three scenarios of a cell interfacing with an adhesive substra-

tum containing spatially graded topographic features and the corresponding

topotaxis directionality. (A) Stiffer cells show limited interfiber penetration

and thus limited extracellular matrix contact. They are guided toward

higher-matrix-input areas, i.e., topotaxis is toward denser fiber zones. (B)

Softer cells can show a high degree of compliance with the complex matrix

organization, penetrating into the interfiber spaces and substantially

increasing the contact with and input from the extracellular matrix. This

contact increases with increasing fiber density. Topotaxis is toward denser

fiber zones. (C) At intermediate cell stiffness, there can be a differential de-

gree of interfiber penetration leading to maximization of cell-matrix contact

in the sparser, but not the denser, matrix zones. Topotaxis is toward sparser

fiber zones.
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move toward the increasing density of the topographic fea-

tures, e.g., the matrix fibers. However, in the case of differ-

ential penetration, the cells can maximize the matrix contact

at the points of higher penetration, i.e., in the sparser rather

than denser area of the gradient, with the resulting

movement being reversed, i.e., in the direction away from

denser and toward sparser matrix areas. This effect essen-

tially depends on the three-dimensional (3D) topographic

organization of the fibers and how it is interpreted by the

cells, and thus cannot be solely interpreted by referring to

haptotaxis or durotaxis (which have been mostly studied

in 2D). As discussed in more detail below, ECM input can

in turn affect the effective cell stiffness, resulting in an

interesting feedback effect that can either facilitate or pre-

vent cell compliance with the nanotopographic features.

Overall, this model, which was experimentally confirmed,

as discussed below, underscores the importance of taking

the material properties of the cells and the surrounding

matrix into account when exploring cell behavior.

Topotaxis directionality is defined by the

interplay of two signaling pathways activated by

ECM and impinging on control of cell stiffness

Do the cells indeed exhibit differential penetration into and

between the substratum features? And if so, what regulatory

mechanisms control this ability and thus, ultimately, the

topotactic cell guidance? In our analysis, we indeed

observed differential penetration of various types of cells

into the spaces separating matrix features, to the degree

defined by the cell stiffness and the local topographic fea-

tures, in a way fully consistent with the model above (22).

This effect was observed on the scale of individual cells

over large ranges of fiber density, with fiber sizes and in-

ter-fiber distances similar to those of collagen fibers in vivo

(1–10 mm of pore diameters, i.e., distances between fibers)

(28), demonstrating that the part of a cell exposed to the

sparser region penetrates into the interfiber space better

than the part of the cell on the relatively denser side of the

model matrix. Furthermore, we found that the cell stiffness,

and thus the cortical deformability and the degree of topo-

graphic compliance, strongly depended on the genetic

makeup of melanoma cells and their degree of aggressive-

ness. We furthermore found that cortical stiffness and de-

formability were controlled by the opposite effects of two

signaling pathways: the phosphatidylinositide-3-kinase

(PI3K)-dependent increase in cortical ‘‘softness,’’ deform-

ability, and protrusive activity counterbalanced by the

Rho-associated-protein-kinase (ROCK)-dependent increase

in the membrane stiffness (Fig. 3). Interestingly, both these

pathways were activated by cell-ECM contact through regu-

lation of integrin receptors, implying that the control was

exercised through a feed-forward signaling-loop regulation.

The outcome of activation of this signaling network depends

on the balance between these two parallel pathways. If, in a

given cell, the ROCK signaling dominates over the PI3K

signaling pathway for the same ECM input (as was found,

e.g., in the relatively nonaggressive melanoma cells), the

membrane and underlying cortical cytoskeleton are stiffer,

limiting the ability of a cell to conform to the complex sur-

rounding ECM structure. Furthermore, the potential for

increased cell-ECM interaction through cell penetration

FIGURE 3 The effective cell stiffness, and thus

the direction of topotaxis, are governed by the

interplay between two parallel signaling pathways

diverging from the same input and converging on

the same target, both activated by the biochemical

input from the extracellular matrix: PI3K and

ROCK (see text for details). The PI3K pathway de-

creases, and the ROCK pathway increases, the

effective cell stiffness by regulating the cortical

cytoskeleton. The relative balance of activity of

these pathways determines the direction of topo-

taxis and can be affected by cell identity, genetic

mutations, or application of pharmacological

agents. The balancing interplay between these

two pathways is partially affected by signaling

cross talk.
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between the ECM fibers (or artificial adhesive substratum

features mimicking them) in sparser areas would be counter-

acted by the negative feedback of increasing ECM-mediated

ROCK signaling and thus cell stiffness. As a result, there

will be a very limited cell-ECM interfacing, regardless of

the local fiber density, leading to topotactic movement up

the density gradient. This was indeed experimentally

observed. On the other hand, the relative dominance of

PI3K signaling, due to mutations in this pathway observed

in many aggressive cancers, including metastatic mela-

noma, can lead to a more compliant cell membrane-cortex

and greater local interfacing with the ECM features. This

in turn can result in a positive rather than negative feedback,

with an increasing cell-ECM contact leading to further

effective cortical softening through higher PI3K signaling.

The end result would be increased cellular compliance

and higher propensity for differential penetration between

topotactic features and thus topotaxis from denser to sparser

matrix area. This was indeed found to be the case for

aggressive melanoma cells, within a wide range of matrix

density values similar to those observed in vivo, creating

the striking effect whereby aggressive and less aggressive

melanoma cells displayed opposite topotactic guidance on

the same topographic gradient. This effect immediately sug-

gested that topographic gradients can be used to quickly sort

out aggressive and less aggressive cancer cells, a phenome-

non that would be useful in diagnostic and prognostic

testing.

If the biochemical control circuit presented above

indeed underlies the topotactic guidance, one should be

able to reverse the direction of topotaxis by simple phar-

macological and/or genetic manipulations of either PI3K

or ROCK signaling pathways. We indeed found this to

be the case, as, in a series of experiments, we could

turn back the direction of topotactic cell migration by

reversing the dominance between PI3K and ROCK

signaling pathways. This effect was particularly striking

when the directionality of the aggressive melanoma cells

was switched so that they behaved as benign cells, sug-

gesting, as discussed more fully below, opportunities for

therapeutic interventions in this and other aggressive

cancers.

Of interest, PI3K and the associated Rac1 small GTPase

signaling were previously implicated in controlling cell

polarity through specification of the cell leading edge.

On the other hand, ROCK signaling and the associated

RhoA small GTPase activity were implicated in cell trail-

ing edge, likely through limiting the protrusive activity

and promoting cortical contractility (29–31). Both these

pathways were implicated in mesenchymal (Rac1) and

amoeboid (RhoA) 3D migration (32,33). Thus, the

signaling networks controlling topographic cell compli-

ance and topotaxis directly feed into the known migration

mechanisms accounting for the observed cell polarization

and migration.

Implications of topotactic migration for wound

healing, aggressive cancer spread, and other

processes

Cells in multicellular organisms are commonly embedded in

the ECM, which can display various degrees of complexity

and organization. 3D cell migration through the intricate

meshwork of this matrix displays complex modes defined

in part by the degrees of the matrix density and the extent

of its alignment (32,34,35). Topotactic cell guidance sug-

gests that the effective cell stiffness may define the extent

of cell interfacing with the surrounding matrix fibers, which

in turn can determine the direction of cell migration. How

can this mechanism influence the normal physiological, as

well as pathological, processes?

One interesting example of topotactic guidance is

observed in skin fibroblasts (20). These cells take an active

part in wound healing by mediating the synthesis and orga-

nization of the damaged ECM and thus paving the road for

subsequent reepithelization. Currently, it is not understood

how fibroblasts clear from the wound site before the influx

of epithelial cells, with suggested mechanisms including

cell death triggered through unknown mechanisms. We

found that fibroblasts can be topotactically guided by the

local matrix density, displaying bidirectional guidance

away from both very high and very low density areas toward

the location of optimal intermediate density. This behavior

is well explained by the theory of topotaxis briefly presented

above, as shown in Fig. 2. The topotactic guidance thus can

help in both removing fibroblasts from the areas of newly

synthesized high-density matrix and recruiting them to areas

of active repair with lower matrix densities. This in turn

would create a self-organized ‘‘matrix repair wave’’ of fibro-

blast localization that would naturally shift as the matrix is

repaired and would ultimately force fibroblasts to clear from

the repair site, without invoking other previously hypothe-

sized mechanisms, such as cell death.

Another important context in which topotaxis may have

clear physiological and pathophysiological roles is in the

control of cell localization within a tissue and any change

in this localization after either environmentally mediated

alterations of the matrix or genetic mutations controlling

the effective cortical cell stiffness. In our analysis of topo-

tactic migration in aggressive melanoma, we found that a

simple alteration of expression or function of phosphatase

and tensin homolog (PTEN), a protein whose gene has the

infamous distinction of being the second-most mutated

gene across all known cancers (36,37). However, the signif-

icance of this mutation, and, in particular, its putative role in

the transition to a more invasive spread, as observed in mel-

anoma, is often not clear. Our analysis showed that the loss

of PTEN can dramatically change the PI3K signaling and

thus the balance of signaling pathways controlling cell stiff-

ness, making cells effectively softer. This in turn leads to a

switch in topotactic polarity and migration allowing the
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cells to migrate toward sparser matrix areas, which can in

turn promote more directional, faster spread. Furthermore,

lower cortical tension can make cells more deformable

and allow them to more easily ‘‘squeeze’’ through porous

matrix areas. This behavior is in contrast to the behavior

of less aggressive, more benign cells expressing fictional

PTEN, in which topotactic migration promotes cell move-

ment into denser matrix areas, thus disfavoring aggressive

spread. Similar mechanisms can ensure appropriate or path-

ogenic localization patterns of other cells within complex

tissues.

These examples highlight the importance of examining

such biophysical properties of cells and tissues as the effec-

tive cell stiffness and the local density and organization of

the extracellular matrix. One can easily envision that if, as

is often the case, the matrix organization can be altered in

aging or disease, cell localization and function can be signif-

icantly perturbed. Indeed, gradual disorganization of the

matrix in aging can lead not only to visible wrinkling of

the skin, but also to differential contexts for cell navigation,

influencing the propensity and degree of potential cell

spread from the sites of otherwise benign tumor growth

(38,39). A flip side of this process can occur during tissue

fibrosis, resulting in inappropriately dense matrix areas,

which could lead to reorganization of the associated tissues

through mechanisms including topotactic migration. These

and other settings are common enough to warrant additional

deep analysis of cell-matrix interactions and investigation of

the role of topotaxis in mediating the ensuing tissue

reorganization.

CONCLUSIONS

Topotaxis is a phenomenon whose role in cell behavior

emphasizes the importance of an integrative view,

combining the genetic, biochemical, and physical aspects

of cell regulation. This integrative view can also help in re-

examining the role of other tactic processes, particularly

haptotaxis and durotaxis. Despite the perceived importance

of these cell guidance mechanisms, they historically have

been analyzed mostly on flat surfaces commonly used for

cell culture. However, the reality of in vivo cell migration

is often vastly different, with cells navigating through com-

plex 3D matrices, with cell-matrix interactions subject to

variable interactions. A unified matrix-mediated cell guid-

ance model thus has to include this added complexity and

reinterpret the relative roles of distinct -tactic phenomena

in different local contexts. We propose that this synthesis

can occur through analysis of the underlying signaling net-

works, which are likely to be overlapping and lead to cell

polarity control, and through more accurate modeling of

the cell microenvironment. This synthesis will likely reveal

the essential features of cell guidance in complex microen-

vironments in ways that are much more relevant and

consequential for our understanding of tissue function. We

anticipate that topotaxis will be invoked in many other con-

texts, including developmental processes, and will serve as

an important consideration in diagnostic analysis of cell bi-

opsies and in tissue engineering efforts.
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